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Our Story
1963

In 1963 Cornelis Verolme, the famous Dutch shipbuilder and founder of
Verosol, sailed into New York Harbour. He marvelled at the impressive
skyline and noticed that most of the buildings had large glass façades. He
wondered how difficult it would be to manage the indoor climate.
This particular trip inspired Cornelis to find a solution to this problem. He
began experimenting tirelessly with many ideas and concepts. This led to
the creation of a new concept – the metallisation of fabrics, which would
be used to manufacture blinds and curtains.
This new concept made it possible to reflect heat and glare outside the
building. Regulating the heat and light creates significant energy savings
as well as a much more comfortable environment for occupants.
This initial pioneering innovation led to the birth of the company we
know today as Verosol, composed of the first four letters of Cornelis’
surname VERO and the word SOL, meaning sun.

PRESENT

Inventors of Metallised Fabrics
Verosol invented the process of metallisation in 1963 and continues
to set the unprecedented benchmarks.
Our products’ unique properties prevent heat absorption and light
diffusion, offering unparalleled solar protection, comfort and view
through.

Creators of a Better Environment
Verosol products have a major positive impact on energy savings, visual
and thermal comfort and health. We create a better indoor environment
with a significant increase in comfort for its occupants across homes and
workplaces on a global scale.

Innovators on Functionality & Quality
Verosol continues to innovate and set new standards in the industry. We
are constantly looking for new trends and developments to be translated
into innovations.

Our mission is to create, with our innovative and high quality blind
solutions, a better environment in every building.
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Solar Control Solutions

BEST PERFORMING FABRICS

INSULATION &
ENERGY SAVINGS

LIGHT CONTROL &
VIEW THROUGH

PRIVACY
FOR DAY & NIGHT

Unfurnished windows have a major
impact on the temperature of your
home in both the warmer and cooler
months. Verosol’s metallised fabrics
provide the most effective insulation
to your windows, significantly
reducing heat loss in winter and heat
gain in summer.

Light control and view through are
important considerations when
selecting your blinds. Verosol offers
a range of transparencies, giving you
complete control of light. By using a
metallised blind, you will eliminate
glare from the sun, but still allow
natural daylight to filter through and
maintain an excellent view outside.

Each room in your home will have
different privacy requirements. The
range of transparencies available
means you will be able to tailor a
blind solution for each room. With
selected transparencies, the unique
feature of metallised blinds allows
you to enjoy the outisde view without
compromising daytime privacy.

Harmful UV rays cause damage to
furniture, wooden floors and soft
furnishings. With Verosol’s metallised
blinds, you can protect and prolong
the life of these items.

For night time privacy and room
darkening, select a Blockout fabric for
complete privacy. Twin Blinds allow
you to select two fabrics, for both
daytime and night time privacy.

SilverScreen

Originals

Decorative

SilverScreen is the ultimate solution
for heat, light and glare control. It
provides the highest solar reflection
levels on the market at 83% with
an excellent view through. An ideal
solution for reducing heating and
cooling requirements, and for energy
savings.

The Originals Collection features 4
transparencies and 36 vibrant colours
in each transparency, making it one of
the most versatile metallised fabrics.
An excellent solution for managing
heat and light, as well as your desired
privacy levels.

To complement Verosol’s range of
solar control fabrics, we also carry
a large collection of decorative
fabrics. These fabrics can be used in
combination with the solar control
range to provide the best window
covering solutions for your home.

With Verosol you have maximum
protection from the sun, independent
of the colour fabric you select. The
need for airconditioning and heating
is significantly reduced, giving you
considerable energy savings.

VEROSOL FABRIC COLLECTION

Experience superior heat
and UV protection without
losing the stunning views

When it comes to sun protection at the window, Verosol is
recognised globally as the industry leader. As the inventors
of the metallisation process of fabrics, Verosol has over 50
years of knowledge and experience in developing the best
solar control solutions – providing ultimate comfort without
compromising the beautiful views outside.
Combined with quality and reliable blind systems,
Verosol’s metallised solar control fabrics offer unparalleled
performance, functionality and style in homes across
Australia.
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Pleated Blinds

EUROPEAN DESIGN

HEAT & LIGHT CONTROL
Verosol’s signature product. Pleated Blinds are the ideal solution
for heat and light control. With minimal light gaps, Pleated Blinds
effectively reduce glare, giving you a comfortable living and working
environment.
Combine Verosol’s Pleated Blinds with our metallised fabrics for
superior UV and heat protection, keeping your home cool in summer
and warm in winter. The Originals Fabric Collection offers a vibrant
palette of 36 colours.

PRIVACY
The Twin Pleated Blind is extremely practical, giving you the option to
select two fabrics. Select a sheer fabric to enjoy the daytime view with
subtle light filtering, and select a blockout fabric for privacy and room
darkening and insulation at night.
With the Duo Pleated Blind you have the option to raise the blind in
the conventional way or from the top down towards the window sill,
making it useful for when privacy is required down low but sunlight is
required. Due Pleats are ideal for bathrooms.

VERSATILITY
A major advantage of Verosol’s Pleated Blinds is the availability of a
vast range of different shapes and configurations to accomodate even
the most obscure window.
Verosol offers a range of operable and non-operable special shaped
blinds, including Conservatory / Skylight Pleats, Triangular, Circular,
Arched and Fixed Frame Pleats. Custom shaped blinds for virtually any
opening are available.

MOTORISATION
Option available with:
Standard Pleated Blind
Twin Pleated Blind
Skylight Pleat Motorised Blind
Mono Control Pleated Blind
Mono Control Battery Operated Pleat
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VeroCell Pleated Blinds

INSULATION & ENERGY EFFICIENCY

INSULATION
The unique honeycomb structure of VeroCell Pleated Blinds provides
effective insulation for windows, keeping your home cool in summer
and warm in winter. The cellular design traps air in the cells, creating
an effective temperature transfer barrier between the window and the
inside room, resulting in a comfortable indoor climate.
As well as energy savings, VeroCell Blinds are also ideal for heat and
light control. The metallised backing protects furniture from harmful
UV rays and eliminates glare, whilst still allowing natural light to enter.

PRIVACY
With a range of transparencies available, VeroCell Blinds give you
full control of your desired privacy level. In rooms where complete
privacy and room darkening is required, select the VeroCell Blockout.
If vision out is not required, VeroCell Non Transparent allows light
to filter into the room during the day, whilst providing a good level of
privacy. Where a high level of privacy is not required, VeroCell Semi
Transparent allows daytime view through and natural light in, whilst
providing a subtle level of privacy.

FLEXIBILITY
VeroCell is available on most Pleat systems except Conservatory,
Skylight and Special Shaped Pleats. The Twin system combines
the functionality of two different fabrics, such as a Blockout and a
Transparent fabric, giving you ultimate flexibility with control of light
and privacy.

MOTORISATION
Option available with:
Standard Pleated Blind
Twin Pleated Blind
Mono Control Pleated Blind
Mono Control Battery Operated Pleat

The Non Transparent and Semi Transparent feature two types of
fabrics – one with a white backing giving a uniform look from the
outside, and the second is coloured both sides for a decorative look
from both inside and outside.
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Roller Blinds

THE PERFECT VIEW

SLEEK DESIGN
Verosol Roller Blinds are not only designed to control heat and
light entering your home, they have been designed to enhance the
ambience of any room, adding a sleek, minimalistic look. Enjoy an
uninterrupted view through to the outside with Verosol’s metallised or
Sheer fabrics.
With the wide range of fabric options available for Roller Blinds
including decorative and solar control fabrics, you can tailor the look of
your blinds to suit any interior space.

HEAT & LIGHT CONTROL
Select from a range of fabric transparencies including sheer,
translucent and blockout to control the amount of light into the room
and privacy. Where total light control is essential, such as home
theatres or bedrooms, the Ambience Blackout system is ideal.
Select Verosol’s unique metallised fabrics to enhance privacy and
daytime vision ouside – you can see out but no-one can see in. These
fabrics also provide great insulation, keeping your home cool in
summer and warm in winter, eliminate glare and protect your interior
furnishings from harmful UV rays.

FUNCTIONALITY & SMOOTH OPERATION
The Mode Roller Blind provides a silky smooth operation even for
larger blinds. The auto stop option automatically raises the blind to
a pre-set stop position, perfect for hard to reach windows. The one
touch raises the blind automatically with one touch of the chain.
The Ambience Roller systems are highly functional with multi-link
and uni-joint options allowing you to operate a number of blinds
simultaneously. The Twin system combines the functionality of two
different fabrics, such as a Blockout and a Transparent fabric, giving
you ultimate flexibility with control of light and privacy.

MOTORISATION
Option available with:
Ambience Roller Blind Systems
Ambience Battery Operated Roller
Ambience Twin Battery Operated Roller
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Hardwood Shutters

BEAUTY & ELEGANCE

QUALITY TIMBER
Verosol Hardwood Shutters are made from 100% sustainably sourced
timber. Painted Shutters are made from Poplar, an even-grained
timber, with a fine texture and flawless finish. Stained Shutters are
made from premium hand-selected basswood, selected for its even
grain and light colour.
Made from quality materials, Verosol Shutters are highly durable and
provide timeless style . They show enduring craftsmanship compared
to synthetic alternatives available.

PAINT OR STAIN OPTIONS
With a versatile range of high quality paint or stain options, Verosol
Shutters will complement any home interior. Painted Shutters
beautifully create the classic look, and are finished in quality 2-pack
polyurethane paint.
Stained Shutters are available in a range of popular stains, and
the indistinct grain enhances the colouring process for superior
consistency in finish, giving a rich, luxurious feel.

CUSTOMISATION
Verosol Hardwood Shutters are custom made to fit a wide range of
different sized and shaped windows, making it a highly versatile option.
Select from a range of special shapes and configurations such as Arch,
Half Arch, Triangle, Oval or French Door.
Verosol Hardwood Shutters are available in three different elliptical
blade sizes – 64mm, 89mm or 114mm, each giving a different look to
suit your home.
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Aluminium Shutters

EXCELLENT DURABILITY

QUALITY & ELEGANCE
Verosol Aluminium Shutters are constructed with beauty, durability
and versatility in mind. They allow you to combine indoor and
outdoor living with shutters that are built to last through all weather
conditions. Compared to many lower quality alumunium shutters
on the market, the 1.4mm marine-grade aluminium alloy offers
unsurpassed strength and resistance to rain and sun.

COLOUR RANGE
Perfectly match your decor with a range of standard powder coat
colours as well as timber grain veneers. Verosol can also colour match
your shutters to any colour from the Dulux World of Colour Fandeck,
giving you ultimate customisation. All powder coating uses a high
quality liquid backed enamel paint to give a superb finish.
Alternatively, keep the natural look and feel of a timber finish with the
range of timber grain finishes, offering increased durability and easy
maintenance.

CUSTOMISATION
Verosol Aluminium Shutters are available in a range of application
types, from multi-fold and hinged, to sliding and fixed. These flexible
options provide non-obstructed views, privacy and maximisation of
living space.
Verosol Aluminium Shutters are available in three different elliptical
blade sizes – 64mm, 89mm or 114mm, each giving a different look to
suit your home.
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Roman Blinds

CLASSIC OR CONTEMPORARY

TIMELESS ELEGANCE
Whether you are looking to create a classic or contemporary look,
Roman Blinds are a perfect solution. They provide the soft appeal of a
curtain with the simplicity of a blind.
Verosol Roman Blinds are easy to operate, with the choice of the
Cascade chain control or Mode motorised. With its clean lines, the
Roman Blind provides a sleek and modern appearance with a large
range of fabric options available.

PRIVACY & INSULATION
Roman Blinds offer great control of privacy, giving you a beautiful
uninterrupted view when raised, or complete privacy when drawn. The
options of a range of fabric transparencies also offer further control of
light and privacy.
In summer, Roman Blinds help keep the room cool, especially when
using Verosol’s metallised fabric. Whilst in winter, they provide
good insulation as they reduce the amount of heat escaping through
windows, making the Roman an energy efficient blilnd all year round.

FABRIC OPTIONS
A wide range of fabric options are available, making the Roman Blind
a versatile solution for any interior. The large variety of decorative
fabrics and colour palettes means it will be easy to coordinate the
blinds with the decor of your home or office.
Verosol’s unique high performance fabric SilverScreen is also suitable
for use on Roman Blinds. The metallised backing of this fabric offers
unparalleled UV protection for your interior furnishings, as well as
providing effective insulation and excellent vision out.

MOTORISATION
Option available with:
Mode Roman Blind
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Venetian Blinds

STYLISH & FUNCTIONAL

LOW MAINTENANCE & DURABILITY
Verosol’s Streamline Venetian Blinds are a great low maintenance and
highly durable option for window coverings. They are made from roll
formed aluminium rails and slats that are stove enamelled for extra
strength and corrosion resistance.
Maintaining and cleaning your Venetians is easily done with an
occasional dust with a feather duster or wipe with a damp cloth.
This means they are an ideal solution for rooms such as kitchens,
bathrooms or laundries.

COMPLETE LIGHT CONTROL & PRIVACY
Venetian Blinds offer practical light regulation and privacy control.
Control the amount of sunlight entering the room with the ability to
adjust the angle of the blades from completely open to completely
closed. By adjusting the blade angles, you can achieve high levels of
privacy, yet still allowing natural light to filter through.
You can also draw the blinds all the way up for an uninterrupted
view. These options make the Venetian a highly versatile blind for
controlling light and privacy.

COLOUR OPTIONS
With a streamlined look, Venetian Blinds add a stylish, contemporary
touch to a room. Choose from a wide range of colour options to make
a bold statement or create a relaxed feel to blend in with your home
decor. There are also a range of finishes available such as metallic and
matte.
Streamline Venetians are available with a variety of control options
including Mono Control.

MOTORISATION
Option available with:
Streamline 25mm Venetian Blind
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luxury & convenience

Panel Glides

Motorisation
COMPLETE CONTROL
Experience greater convenience and luxury in your home with
Verosol’s motorisation options for your blinds. Motorisation makes
operating your blinds easy, eliminating any cords or chains. Have
complete control of the light in a room with the touch of a button.
Motorisation is ideal for large or hard to reach windows. Verosol offers
the latest technology in blind motorisation, with different options
available to suit your home and lifestyle.

CHILD SAFETY
Cords and chains on blinds can be a hazard to children. Child safety
is very important to Verosol, and that’s why all Verosol blinds are
installed with a child safety device. However with motorisation, you
can have complete peace of mind when it comes to your child’s safety,
as it eliminates the need for any cords or chains.

LIGHT CONTROL & PRIVACY
A wide range of fabric options is suitable for use with Panel Glides,
including decorative fabrics and several of Verosol’s metallised
collections. Metallised fabrics provide excellent heat and UV
protection, keeping your home cool in summer and warm in winter.
Have complete control of your privacy and the amount of light
entering the room, by selecting from a range of Transparent or
Blockout fabrics. The fabric panels overlap to eliminate light gaps.

FUNCTIONALITY
Combining the elegance of curtains with the functionality of blinds,
fabric panels fall vertically from the track giving the soft look and feel
of a curtain. Panel Glides are ideal for sliding and bi-folding doors or
large span windows.

Home Automation
Systems

Remote Control
Range

Wall Switch
Range

Indoor Sun
Sensor

Verosol offers a large range
of motorisation and control
solutions using the latest
technology compatible
with home automation
and building management
systems.

A range of remote control
options provides easy
programming, allowing
you to manage individual
blinds or a group of blinds
simultaneously.

Wall switches are practical
for controlling the opening
and closing of blinds. With a
wireless option and a range
of colours available, the wall
switch is easy to install and
will match any interior.

Automate the raising and
lowering of your blinds
according to the amount
of sunlight in a room with a
wireless sun sensor, easily
mounted onto the inside of
your window or window sill.

A range of track configurations provides varied options for the
stacking of fabric panels to the right, left or centre. The Panel Glide
system track can be operated by wand or cord, and is extremely easy
and smooth to operate.
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Verosol Studios & Specialists

Your solar control experts for the perfect
window covering solution

Warranty

Bringing you style, durability and
unparalleled performance

5
Year Warranty

NATIONWIDE NETWORK

EXPERT ADVICE

QUALITY ASSURANCE

5 YEAR WARRANTY

With a nationwide network of Blind + Shutter Studios and
Specialist stores, Verosol can help you find the best solution
to your window furnishing needs.

We know that selecting the right window covering solution
for your home can be a difficult process with so many
options, so our network of dealers are here to help.

Verosol has a long tradition of manufacturing premium
quality window furnishing across Australia and around the
world. With our stringent quality control processes, Verosol
is confident your purchase will perform at its best.

Verosol Blind + Shutter Studios provide a unique customer
experience with a fully functioning display of the Verosol
range. Experience first hand what a Verosol blind looks
like, and how it functions. Also view Verosol’s entire fabric
collection and motorisation options.

Verosol Studios & Specialists are experienced in helping to
find the best custom solution for your windows, no matter
how big the challenge. They understand how there is no
compromise on quality and performance with the Verosol
solution.

Our products are manufactured in Australia, and
engineered to perform in the harsh Australian climates,
giving you window coverings that not only perform, but also
last. Verosol continues to set industry benchmarks with
our exclusive expertise in the unique metallisation process.
Verosol is committed to providing our customers with the
highest quality products in the market. This is achieved
through stringent quality control processes where each
finished product is 100% tested and inspected.

To find your nearest Verosol Studio or Specialist, visit verosol.com.au

Verosol Blinds and Shutters come with a five (5) year
nationwide back to base warranty across the entire range
of products, covering component failure and manufacturing
issues.

For more information on our 5 Year Warranty, visit verosol.com.au
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VEROSOL AUSTRALIA
Verosol is available from Blind + Shutter Studios and Specialist Dealers nationwide.
Contact us for your nearest Verosol Dealer.
verosol.com.au | 1800 011 176 | customer_care@verosol.com.au
03/16

